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editorial flash

hot off the press

And a Farting Preacher Shall Lead Us All

The online press, literally. Check out Bioxy Source’s web site we
are now hosting and will keep up to date, at BioxySource.com.

This series of five-minute movies on youtube.com is a wonderfully
crafted mash-up; a set of clips of a recognizable televangelist the

In case you are wondering…Bioxy is made of Bio, meaning life,

satirist punctuates with loud farting noises. Don't smirk, because

and the X and Y chromosomes, the blueprint of life. Source is the

even this jaded middlebrow laughed at this rude one-note joke

core of our Being -- God, if you like.

made artful by sharp editing (the reverend seems to comment on
every burst) and great timing.

Their purpose is to spread the message of joy at work and
abundance in life. Their mission is to enable individuals and

Farting Preacher embodies the confluence of forces that make

businesses to find meaning and purpose in what they do and

user-generated media a real force. New venues, like iTunes video

how they conduct their business. Visit them today!

and Google now give a fair chance to surface from the ecosphere of
tagging, recommendation, and search engines. They have a new
kind of parallel bestseller list, running alongside the familiar
branded fare.

hot on the burner

The real worry for big media is that much of the stuff new artists

I mentioned in the previous newsletter that we were working with

will create and distribute (for a few hundred dollars at most)

SelfGrowth.com to include our self improvement authors in their

will be more creative and entertaining than what passes now for

upcoming book, "101 Great Ways to Improve Your Life.” We are

professional informational and comedic programming. My take?

truly gratified: They invited our resident dating relationship

There is room for both. What do you think?

expert, June Marshall, to co-publish with John Gray (Man are
from Mars, Women are from Venus), Jack Canfield (America's

Your editor, Steven Kingsley

Success Coach), Richard Carlson (Don't Sweat the Small Stuff),
Bob Proctor (How To Attract The Money You Need To Live The
Life You Choose), Alan Cohen (Why Your Life Sucks - and What

author’s spot: Rao Kolluru
Excerpt from transcript of our interview with the author:
Q. Please explain what this parable from your book means:
“How old are you?” asked the little girl from the sage.

You Can Do About It), and others. Congratulations, June!

our multimedia projects are cool
See the capabilities available to you

“How old are you?” replied the sage.
“Six years.” said the little girl.
“So am I.” replied the sage. “Our souls are equally old.”
A. What can we glean from this? Isn’t it curious how preoccupied
we are with age, how we pigeonhole everybody in by age?
I happen to think there is nothing inherent about age. We
should be free to choose any age as we are free to choose any

This clip is in Apple QuickTime format. Download the player,

name....

or its latest version free, if it isn’t on your computer and enjoy!

questions, comments or suggestions?
send them all, to our editor@newmediapublishing.com

hear it

play it

go to our site

